South Central Action Area Caucus Group Caucus Meeting
August 3, 2016
12:30 PM – 2:30 PM
Renton City Hall
1055 S Grady Way, Renton, WA 98057

AGENDA
Meeting Purposes:
 Approve 5-year Ecosystem Recovery Plan elements and confirm an approval process for
remaining elements
 Deep dive: Street Sweeping
 Discuss NTA selection process for $100,000 in direct funding
 Member updates
Time
12:30 – 12:40

Topic
Welcome & Introductions

Lead/Action
Chair

12:40 – 12:45

Review Meeting Summary

12:45– 1:00

5-year Ecosystem Recovery Plan Deliverables Approval

1:00 – 2:00

Deep Dive: Street Sweeping

2:00 – 2:15

NTA Selection Process for $100K

2:15 – 2:25

Good of the Order
 ECB agenda items
 PSP updates
 Seed money updates
 Member updates
Wrap-Up & Adjourn

Chair
Decision
Chair
Discussion and decision
Chair, Ruth Bell,
Panelists – Lorna
Mauren, Rex Davis
Discussion
Ruth Bell
Discussion
Chair, Stacy Vynne, Allan
Warren, and Caucus
Members
Discussion

2:25 – 2:30

Upcoming Meeting Dates:
1. September 7 Working Session (**Cascadia Office**)
2. October 5 Caucus Meeting (Renton City Hall)

Chair

South Central Action Area Caucus Meeting
June 1, 2016
12:30 –2:30 p.m.
Renton City Hall (Council Chambers)
Attendees:
Members and Alternates
Name
Bruce Wulkan
Tom Kantz
Fred Jarrett
Mike Mactutis
Chrys Bertolotto
Annette Frahm
Heather Trim
Brandy Reed
Sue Taoka
Other Attendees
Name
Gretchen Muller
Ruth Bell
Marie Novak

Affiliation
Puget Sound Partnership
Pierce County/ WRIA 10/12
King County
City of Kent / Sound Cities
Association
WSU Snohomish County
Extension
King County ECO Net
Futurewise
King Conservation District
PSP Leadership Council

Name
Lynn Schneider
Dave White
Jason Mulvihill-Kuntz
Erika Harris
Allan Warren
Jean White
Dennis Robertson
Blair Scott

Affiliation
PHSKC
King County
WRIA 8
Puget Sound Regional
Council
Pierce Conservation
District
King County
WRIA 9
King County

Affiliation
Cascadia Consulting Group
Cascadia Consulting Group
Cascadia Consulting Group

Welcome and Introductions
Fred Jarrett welcomed everyone to the meeting and reviewed the purpose of the meeting.
Review Meeting Summary
Fred asked for revisions to the May meeting summary. Dennis Robertson moved to approve, Dave White
seconded. All were in favor. The May meeting summary was approved as written.
Update on Puget Sound Partnership transitions
Due to reduced funding from EPA, eight staff members at PSP were laid off, including Bruce Wulkan. PSP
is determining how to stay involved in key recovery issues and advance their mission with a lower
budget. Bruce expressed his appreciation for working with the group, and everyone thanked Bruce for
his service and dedication.
Role and value of South Central Caucus
Members discussed the role and value of the South Central LIO, its role going forward, and the message
the group wants to convey to PSP as they go through their transition.


The group is collectively feeling process-fatigue and has expressed this to PSP on multiple
occasions. A lot of time and resources have gone into planning but hardly any implementing.
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The Action Agenda is an accumulation of actions rather than a plan.
The role of PSP should include:
o Planning and integration, checking for alignment/agreement with LIOs along the way.
They have the science and technical expertise to do a lot of the planning (e.g.,
developing results chains and conceptual models), they can develop and allow LIOs to
review and add locally relevant context or layers and approve.
o Convening disparate organizations and creating ways to share model programs across
geographic areas, offering a way to align with the priorities of the region especially
those not directly working in the salmon or stormwater spheres.
o Advancing Puget Sound recovery agenda at the national level.
In South Sound LIO they are asking similar questions and exploring the idea of restructuring to
become a non-profit or council of governments in order to have more independence, be more
forward-thinking rather than reacting to PSP requirements, and be able to pursue different
funding sources beyond just NEP funds. They are looking to the Hood Canal Coordinating Council
as a possible model.
Ideas about the role/value of the LIO:
o Organization should be at the watershed, not WRIA, level.
o Share model ordinances, assistance with shoreline management plans, etc.
o Models for pursuing funding beyond just grants.
o Communication strategy development and sharing, information sharing.
o Regionalization of certain programs that would be more effective at a larger
scale/higher level.
o Building partnerships.
o Approaching elected officials and decision-makers in a group (strength in numbers).
There are two contracts with PSP that go through Sept. 30. Currently contract is prescriptive,
there might be an opportunity to negotiate more flexibility into new contract. For example,
using some funding for seed money, using consultants for grant writing for partner projects. We
might also want to provide feedback that Miradi and Open Standards are not useful for our LIO.
LIOs wanted more of a role in Action Agenda development to have a larger role in funding
decisions, but it has become burdensome, overly prescriptive, is negatively impacting interest
and participation, and direct funding aspect has gone away.

Work plan for 2016-2017
The group discussed ideas for the 2016 – 2017 LIO work plan. Gretchen requested members send ideas
and key questions to her by COB June 10. Ideas from the meeting included:




Some planning and PSP process (as required)
Engaging with ECO Nets
Hosting forums/deep dives on certain topics related to strategic initiatives or cross-cutting
themes. Invite experts in those areas to present to the group, as well as relevant partners
(public works directors, etc.), and discuss ways to support those initiatives in member
jurisdictions and organizations.
o Topic examples: street sweeping, system cleaning, onsite septic systems, educating
elected officials, education and outreach efforts within each of those topics.
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o
o

Organizational speed dating to build partnerships and provide opportunities to network
with other groups working on same issues.
Surveying cities on what they are doing on certain topics (for example, Futurewise’s Lay
of the Land report on stormwater in King County).

Update on King County ECO Net
The King County Stormwater Group has provided $4,999 to fund the ECO Net until the end of the year.
They will use the money to potentially hold an annual summit rather than quarterly meetings to offer
organized networking opportunities, and one or two trainings for members. Heather is maintaining the
listserve. There will be a fundraising training on June 21st. Gretchen will distribute more information.
Status update on 5-year Ecosystem Recovery Plan
The Caucus-approved vision statement was included in the meeting packet, as well as the draft Vital Sign
goal statements. The LIO will approve goal statements at the August meeting. Gretchen will recirculate
updated statements and requested feedback and suggestions via email.




The group wants to include numbers from several organizations within the LIO in overall goals.
Fred recommended including a goal around a measurement system for tracking.
Lynn will send language to Gretchen about onsite septic system fees.

Good of the Order
 ECB and Finance Subcommittee update (Fred Jarret):
o Good discussion about how to use the ECB at the partnership summit, will continue that
discussion at next ECB meeting.
o Due to PSP transition, Finance Subcommittee was postponed until June 3. They intend
to draft a letter from PSP to each state agency about budget expectations and inventory
of local, state, and federal support available to implement strategies. Cities are expected
to spend $70 million per year on stormwater in central Puget Sound, $40 million per
year from private sector.
 PSP updates (Bruce Wulkan):
o Response to comments on the Action Agenda is available on PSP website.
o Contact Bruce (until June 30) or Peter Best to see original comment letters.
o Action Agenda is moving through Boards for adoption by June 30.
o Technical groups are working on Implementation Strategies; there will be an
opportunity to comment likely in the last two weeks of June, exact dates TBD.
 May 18th Floodplains draft implementation strategy
 May 24th: Land development implementation strategy
o PSP responded to 2018 Action Agenda RFP from EPA. Another entity submitted a
proposal as well. EPA will announce decision June 6 (updated to June 24).
o PSP staff are currently developing sideboards for $100K in direct funding for
implementation. Strategic Initiative leads haven’t made decisions on NTA funding yet.
The LIO will have to decide how to spend this funding once guidance is released.
o The next contract for LIO capacity ($75K) will begin October 1, must be negotiated over
the summer. There will be more planning in the next contract.
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Bruce will remain co-chair of APWA Stormwater Managers Group. This is another list
serve and conduit to deep dives into stormwater world.
JLARC is conducting an audit of PSP, they are interviewing members of each LIO. Please email
Gretchen if you are interested in being interviewed.
Seed money update (Allan Warren):
o Transit campaign is running until middle of July.
o Video production contract was signed, will start shooting soon and cover the “Why?” of
Puget Sound Starts Here, not just BMPs.
Member updates:
o Salmon Recovery Council meeting with negotiations between Tribes and sport fishing
interests did not go smoothly.
Next Caucus meeting will be August 3 with a workshop in July.
o








Wrap-up & Adjourn
Meeting adjourned at 2:36 pm.
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LIO road to implementation (and funding)
Updated 7-26-2016

Worksheet 3. Goals/Targets
Complete a hard copy of this worksheet if your LIO chooses not to work directly in Miradi.
* Please note that each of these metrics are contingent on availability of resources.
Goals: Identify either quantitative or qualitative goals for a minimum of 3 components or describe how your LIO will contribute to
the Vital Sign and associated target (if applicable): Identify either quantitative or qualitative goals for a minimum of 3 components
or describe how your LIO will contribute to the Vital Sign and associated target (if applicable)
Vital Sign/Component Regional Goal (by 2020)
Contribution Towards Target/Goal Statement1
Floodplains
Restore, or have projects underway to
By 2021:
restore, 15% of degraded Puget Sound
 Restore 430 acres of floodplain and 4 miles of
floodplain area.
levee setbacks.2
 Conduct assessments to identify future needs and
Have no net loss of floodplain function in
priorities.
any watershed.
 Have floodplain landowner engagement programs
in place in each of the three major watersheds,
including targeted tree planting on 1,200 acres in
WRIA 9’s Lower Green River subwatershed.3
Land
Average annual loss of forested land cover
By 2021:
Cover/Development
to developed land‐cover in non‐federal
 Restore 31 net miles of riparian habitat, including
lands does not exceed 1,000 acres per year.
marine shoreline riparian habitat.4
 Maintain UGA line and ensure that ≥87% of
Loss of vegetation cover on indicator land
growth occurs within UGA.
base over a 5‐year period does not exceed
 Achieve no net loss of forest cover.
0.15% of the 2011 baseline land area.
 Offer 2 WSU Forest Stewardship Coached Planning
workshops annually to support private forest
landowner forest retention and stewardship and
1

Detailed actions with numeric goals are derived from existing plans, programs, and NTAs. Specific plans and programs are cited where possible.
WRIA 8 Chinook Salmon Conservation Plan
3
WRIA 9 Salmon Habitat Plan
4
WRIA 8 Chinook Salmon Conservation Plan
2
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268 miles of riparian vegetation are restored
or restoration projects are underway.
The proportion of basin‐wide growth
occurring within Urban Growth Areas is at
least 86.5% (equivalent to all counties
exceeding goal by 3%) and all counties show
an increase over their 2000‐2010
percentage.

Freshwater Quality

At least 50 percent of all monitoring stations
with suitable data have freshwater Water
Quality Index scores of 80 or higher.
100% of Puget Sound lowland stream
drainage areas monitored with baseline BIBI
Scores of 42‐46 or better retain these
“excellent” scores and mean B‐IBI scores of
30 Puget Sound lowland drainage areas
improve from “fair” to “good”.
Achieve a decrease in the number of
impaired waters (303(d) list) in Puget Sound
freshwaters.




provide access to financial assistance programs
that support retaining forests in current use
and/or forest health stewardship (King).
Assess and treat 25 properties and reach 500
landowners through Firewise program (Pierce).
120 acres retained in forested condition and active
stewardship through TA/FA programs, 6
parcels/landowners per year (Implement
community based restoration stewardship
activities through both governmental and nongovernmental initiatives) (King).

By 2021:
 Reduce toxics loading by treating 200 acres
through retrofits.
 Develop and enroll jurisdictions in the South
Central LIO in a program to routinely sweep (with
High efficiency sweepers) arterial streets. Develop
specific targets, including effectiveness/adaptive
management monitoring (future NTA).
 Improve flashiness and low flows in small streams
through implementation of infiltration techniques
and private landowner and contractor education
to 100 contractors and 1,000 landowners (>75% of
contractors) on green stormwater infrastructure
techniques.
 Transition current Puget Sound Starts Here to
conduct more targeted outreach that results in
measurable behavior change ( 3-5 behavior
change campaigns across the LIO).
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Shoreline Armoring

From 2011 to 2020, the total amount of
armoring removed is greater than the total
amount of new armoring in Puget Sound.
Soft shore techniques are used for all new
and replacement armoring, unless it is
demonstrably infeasible.
Feeder bluffs receive strategic attention for
removal of existing armoring and avoidance
of new armoring.

Survey local governments to identify which have
active or completed projects & plans to restore
creek reaches; consider which might be
appropriate for using B-IBI as an indicator of
restoration effectiveness and lend support by
seeking funding for more projects and restoration
plans.
 Implement one experiment to test the potential to
increase B-IBI using recolonization (similar to
planting vegetation to recover riparian areas).
 Seek funding support to further develop the
Stream Benthos Database.
By 2021:
 Remove a greater amount of shoreline armoring
than new armoring added in the LIO’s marine
nearshore and Lake Washington and Lake
Sammamish.
 Restore 10,700 feet of marine shoreline and 7
pocket estuaries, and protect 4 miles of marine
shoreline.
 Improve implementation, compliance, and
enforcement of updated Shoreline Master Plans
 Protect and restore exceptional feeder bluffs as
defined by PSNERP.
 Offer 3 workshops annually, and provide technical
assistance to 20 private marine shoreline
landowners annually on alternatives to traditional
armoring techniques (King).
 Start Green Shorelines program to reach 2
workshops and 25 landowners annually (Pierce).
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On-site Sewage

Expand designations of marine recovery
areas or designation of other areas with
equivalent enhanced operation and
maintenance to 90% of marine shorelines
not primarily served by sewers.
All on-site sewage systems in marine
recovery areas and other areas with
equivalent enhanced operation and
maintenance programs are inventoried, 95%
are current with inspections, and all failed
systems are fixed.

By 2021:
 If funding becomes available, continue work in
Vashon Marine Recovery Area, make measurable
progress toward expanding Vashon Marine
Recovery Area, and create a Poverty Bay Recovery
Area.
 Expand septic system management into in priority
TMDL areas, when resources become available.
 Make measurable progress towards fixing all onsite sewage systems in marine recovery areas and
other areas with equivalent enhanced operation
and maintenance programs within our LIO are
inventoried and all failed systems are fixed.
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Conceptual Model: Airborne Pollutants (Climate Change)
Atmospheric pollutants from stationary and mobile sources. This class includes smog and ozone, the specific sources of which can be difficult to determine and difficult to address. Examples: smog from vehicle emissions, factory smoke
emissions, coal burning, wind dispersion of pollutants or sediments, smoke from forest fires or wood stoves, etc. Associated stressors can include acid rain, excess nitrogen deposition, and radioactive fallout.

Conceptual Model: Dams
Construction or operation of dams used to generate hydropower or manage how and when water flows through a system Impacts associated with dams include conversion/loss or degradation of habitat, altered
hydrology, and altered connectivity.

Conceptual Model: Freshwater and Marine Shoreline Hardening
Armoring of freshwater shorelines and overwater structures that alter, destroy, and disturb habitats and species via a nonconsumptive use, including industrial, commercial, and recreational marinas, ports and shipyards. Runoff from
impervious surfaces or other water pollution should go in 9.1.
Armoring of marine shorelines and overwater structures that alter, destroy, and disturb habitats and species via a non-consumptive use, including industrial, commercial, and recreational marinas, ports and shipyards. Runoff from
impervious surfaces or other water pollution should go in 9.1.

Conceptual Model: Freshwater Levees
Levees & floodgates along freshwater systems to manage the hydrologic flow in a system Impacts associated with levees and floodgates include conversion/loss or degradation of habitat, altered hydrology, and altered
connectivity.

Conceptual Model: Industrial Pollution (combined Industrial Runoff and Industrial Wastewater Pressures)
Wastewater - Discharge from industrial WWTPs into hydrologic systems. This class includes water-borne sewage that includes nutrients, pathogens, toxic chemicals, and sediments. Loading from municipal and domestic WWTP goes in 9.1.1.1, septic systems (OSS)
goes in 9.1.1.2, combined sewer overflows (CSOs) goes in 9.1.1.1, runoff from other activities (e.g. agriculture, timber harvest) goes in 9.3, and industrial runoff goes in 9.2.4.
Runoff - Introduction of exotic or excess material into hydrologic system due to surface water loading and runoff from industrial lands This class includes runoff from industrial facilities and lands. Runoff from other lands (residential and commercial) goes in 9.1.2.
Loading from septic systems (OSS) goes in 9.1.1.2, combined sewer overflows (CSOs) goes in 9.1.1.1, runoff from other activities (e.g. agriculture, timber harvest) goes in 9.3, and industrial runoff goes in 9.2.4.

Conceptual Model: Land Development

Conceptual Model: Roads & Railroads (including culverts)
Surface transport on roadways and dedicated tracks Off-road vehicles are treated in the appropriate category in 6. Human Intrusions & Disturbance. If there are small roads associated with a major utility line, they belong in
4.2 Utility & Service Lines. Examples: highways, secondary roads, primitive roads, logging roads, bridges & causeways, fencing associated with roads, freight/passenger/mining railroads, etc.

Conceptual Model: Sewer – Domestic & Municipal Wastewater to Sewer
Discharges from municipal WWTPs into hydrologic systems This class includes water-borne sewage that includes nutrients, pathogens, toxic chemicals, and sediments.
Discharges from combined sewer overflows CSOs are included here. Onsite sewage systems (OSS) go in 9.1.1.2. This class does not include wastewater discharged from
recreational and other vessels (see 4.3, 6.1 and 6.2), or biosolids applied in terrestrial environments (see 9.3).

Conceptual Model: Stormwater (Runoff from residential and commercial lands)
Introduction of exotic or excess material into hydrologic system due to surface water loading and runoff from the built environment This class includes runoff from commercial and residential lands, transportation facilities and corridors, as well as hull-cleaning and other
pollution from marina infrastructure and land-based boat maintenance practices (i.e. NPDES regulated activities that occur in marinas and shipyards). Loading from septic systems (OSS) goes in 9.1.1.2, combined sewer overflows (CSOs) goes in 9.1.1.1, runoff from other
activities (e.g. agriculture, timber harvest) goes in 9.3, and industrial runoff goes in 9.2.4.

Results Chain: 1.1
Identify and prioritize areas for protection, restoration, and best suitable for (low-impact) development.

Near Term
Action

Results Chain: 1.2
Support local governments to adopt and implement plans, regulations, and policies consistent with protection and recovery targets, and incorporate climate change forecasts.

Near Term
Action

Results Chain: 1.3
Improve, strengthen, and streamline implementation and enforcement of laws, plans, regulations, and permits consistent with protection and recovery targets.

Near Term
Action

Results Chain: 10.1
Manage urban runoff at the basin and watershed scale.

Near Term
Action

Results Chain: 10.3
Fix problems caused by existing development.

Near Term
Action

Results Chain: 10.4
Control sources of pollutants

Near Term
Action

Results Chain: 13.1
Effectively manage and control pollution from small onsite sewage systems.

Near Term
Action

Results Chain: 16.1
Permanently protect priority nearshore physical and ecological processes and habitat, including shorelines, migratory corridors, and vegetation, particularly in sensitive areas such as eelgrass beds and bluff-backed beaches.

Near Term
Action

Results Chain: 16.2
Implement prioritized nearshore and estuary restoration projects and accelerate projects on public lands.

Near Term
Action

Results Chain: 16.3
Remove armoring, and use soft armoring replacement or landward setbacks when armoring fails, needs repair, is non protective, and during redevelopment.

Near Term
Action

Results Chain: 2.2
Implement and maintain priority freshwater and terrestrial restoration projects.

Near Term
Action

Results Chain: 27.1
Implement a long-term, highly visible, coordinated public-awareness effort using the Puget Sound Starts Here brand to increase public understanding of Puget Sound’s health, status, and threats. Conduct
regionally scaled communications to provide a foundation for local communications efforts. Conduct locally scaled communications to engage residents in local issues and recovery efforts.

Near Term
Action

Results Chain: 4.2
Provide infrastructure and incentives to accommodate new and redevelopment in urban growth areas. There are no 2016 NTAs identified under this strategy, but is still a priority for South Central LIO.

Near Term
Action

Results Chain: 5.4
Implement and maintain priority floodplain restoration projects.

Near Term
Action

Results Chain: 6.1
Implement high-priority projects identified in each salmon recovery watershed’s three-year work plan.

Near Term
Action

Results Chain: 8.2
Support local governments to adopt and implement plans, regulations, and policies that protect the marine nearshore and estuaries, and incorporate climate change forecasts.

Near Term
Action

Results Chain: 8.3
Improve, strengthen, and streamline implementation and enforcement of laws, regulations, and permits that protect the marine and nearshore ecosystems and estuaries.

Near Term
Action

Results Chain: 9.1
Implement and strengthen authorities and programs to prevent toxic chemicals from entering the Puget Sound ecosystem.

Near Term
Action

Results Chain: C2.2
Prevent problems from new development at the site and subdivision scale. C2.2 is not currently included in the 2016 Action Agenda, but is still a priority for South Central LIO.

Near Term
Action

DRAFT List of Gaps, Barriers, Needs for Implementation

GAP

BARRIER

Funding
Funding gaps:
 Salmon recovery
 Stormwater retrofits
 Stormwater system/infrastructure
operation and maintenance

Funding
Large geography makes it difficult to prioritize

Research gaps:
 Quality of riparian habitat
 Monitoring and evaluation of
program effectiveness
 Green and gray stormwater
infrastructure costs and benefits
 Location, status, extent of problems
caused by OSS systems in the LIO
Policy gaps:
 Product substitution for stormwater
quality improvement
 Jurisdictional and agency silos – need
for more collaboration and
information sharing
Diverse interests at the LIO table, but a dearth
of decision-makers who could take action
Uncertainty around climate change (impacts,
how to incorporate into planning efforts,
funding, etc.)

LIO has a large number high-priority pressures

NEED
Funding
Need for more effective outreach and education
efforts utilizing proven marketing approaches (such
as community-based social marketing strategies)
that reduce barriers and maximize benefits of
environmentally beneficial behaviors, especially
around stormwater and shellfish priorities.

5-year timeframe is challenging for recovery
planning since some vital signs will not see
progress for several years, and may not be
progressing for any number of confounding
reasons outside LIO control, making it difficult
to adaptively manage
Reconciling priorities with mandates
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Deep Dive: Street Sweeping
Topic
Lessons learned and best practices from your
jurisdiction
For implementation:
 Partnership models
 Current opportunities
 Funding mechanisms
Potential barriers for expanding street
sweeping in other jurisdictions and strategies
for addressing the barriers
Potential for collaboration and partnerships to
expand street sweeping
Next steps for advancing as a stormwater
strategy in our LIO

Lead
Panelists
Panelists

Group discussion

Group discussion
Group discussion

LIO Priority NTA Funding Process- DRAFT
(For 7/7/16 Discussion with LIO Coordinators)
In order to foster the active involvement of Local Integrating Organizations (LIOs) in Puget Sound
recovery and to provide LIOs with a predictable level of funding to support local priorities that
contribute to regional recovery, the Strategic Initiative Leads (SI Leads) are proposing a process that will
enable LIOs to identify their priority Near Term Actions (NTAs) for direct funding.
These funding parameters are set forth by the EPA in 2016 Guidance to Strategic Initiative leads for the
Implementation of the Action Agenda and Funding of Activities, Section III, “Factors to consider when
Identifying Activities to be Funded with Puget Sound Geographic Funds” (see page 4).
Starting in FY2016, EPA anticipates that approximately $100,000 will be available per LIO via this
mechanism. Assuming Puget Sound appropriation levels remain steady, this could potentially mean that
each LIO will be able to plan on approximately $500,000 towards implementation of LIO priority NTA(s)
over the next five years. The process of funding LIO priorities will be reviewed by the SI Leads with the
LIOs after the first round of funding (2016-17) for improvement or revision in the future.
Each LIO will be able to plan for $100,000 per year to support a priority NTA in their local area. When
prioritizing an NTA for direct funding LIOs should use the “Puget Sound Factors to Consider” (pg 4), to
inform their selection. NTAs must have the following characteristics:




Be an existing, ranked NTA within the 2016 Action Agenda
Meet technical standards necessary to establish identifiable outputs and projected outcomes
Meet all the same requirements as any other NTA funded by the SI Leads

Once a candidate NTA has been identified by the LIO, the relevant SI Lead will work with the NTA owner
to refine the proposed NTAs and develop a work plan, budget, and schedule.
Options to Elect Direct Funding of Eligible NTAs
LIOs may choose from the following three options for the direct funding of eligible LIO identified priority
NTAs:
o Option 1/Implementation: Fund one NTA that needs up to $100,000 to be implemented.
o Option 2/Phased Increment: Fund one NTA that can be phased and incrementally funded over
the course of a few years using each year’s $100,000 allotment (i.e. Phase 1 (2016-17) = $100,000,
Phase 2 (2017-18) = $100,000).
o Option 3/Pooled NTAs: Teams of LIOs can recommend jointly funding one NTA by pooling each of
their $100,000.
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Funding Decision Process:
The following outlines a step-by-step description of a DRAFT process for LIOs to identify their priority
NTA for direct funding.
1. By or before______________, 2016 each LIO identifies which Strategic Initiative
(Stormwater, Habitat or Shellfish) they anticipate their priority NTA aligning with and
notifies the appropriate SI Lead and the LIO’s Ecosystem Recovery Coordinator at the Puget
Sound Partnership. This is not a binding selection by the LIOs and is intended to assist the SI
Leads to integrate the LIO requests into their budget planning to help anticipate available
funding for other NTAs.
Strategic Initiative
Habitat
Stormwater
Shellfish

Contact
Matt Goehring
Derek Day
Emily Sanford

Email address
Matt.goehring@dnr.wa.gov
Dday461@ecy.wa.gov
Emily.sanford@doh.wa.gov

Why is it important that the LIOs identify which Strategic Initiative they foresee the
priority NTAs aligning with? Having early signals from the LIOs regarding anticipated
NTA Strategic Initiatives will enable the SI Leads and their respective Strategic Initiative
Advisory Teams (SIATs) to estimate how much of their respective budget should be
allocated to supporting LIO prioritized NTAs prior to developing a broader regional subaward package.
2. Optional discussions/early LIO priority setting:
The SI Leads recognize that earlier integration of LIO’s perspectives and insights and their
NTA priorities will strengthen SI lead funding decisions. This will help reconcile the fact that
the Action Agenda NTA ranking process did not consider any ‘local priority’ criteria, and
allow the SI leads to consider local priorities when making funding decisions. However, the
SI Lead teams also understand that the LIO community may be concerned that their ability
to make fully informed decisions may be diminished by identifying projects early in the
process before the funding recommendations have been relayed from each Advisory Team.
As a result, two models are being proposed in order to enable the LIOs to select the
approach they believe works best for their needs. Each LIO may select only one of the
models. LIOs should notify the SI Lead and the LIO’s Ecosystem Recovery Coordinator at the
Puget Sound Partnership of their priority NTAs for direct funding via email by the applicable
deadlines. As noted previously the process of funding LIO priorities will be reviewed by the
SI Leads with the LIOs after the first round of funding (2016-17) for improvement or revision
in the future.
Model 1: LIOs submit priority LIO projects prior to the SIATs releasing a regional subaward recommendation by ___date TBD__________. If interested, this process and
discussion should be initiated by the LIOs and communicated to the SI Leads and their
2

respective Ecosystem Recovery Coordinator via email by date TBD. If an LIO selects to
do this, the SI Lead could:
- Get the direct funding for the highest ranked eligible LIO priority NTA negotiated
and under contract earlier
- Provide remaining LIO priorities to the SI Lead(s) to further inform the Advisory
Team deliberation
- Allow LIOs to negotiate direct funding of one additional NTA project up to
$100,000 should their first choice of directed projects be incorporated into the
annual funding package

Model 2: Within two weeks after the SIATs have released their sub award package
recommendation (anticipated November 10th 2016), LIOs identify their priority NTAs for
direct funding and notify the SI Lead, cc’d with the LIO’s respective Ecosystem Recovery
Coordinator. (November 29th is 10 working days after Nov. 10th)
3. December 2016 -March 2017, any LIO priority projects that are not already under contract
through Option 1 will be negotiated and awarded during the same timeframe as other NTAs.
The Strategic Initiative Advisory Team funding recommendations (along with the LIO identified priority
NTAs if applicable) will both be presented to the Leadership Council and the Tribal Management
Conference for review and comment.
Questions for discussion on 7/7/16








What additional information will SI leads, SIATs and/or LIOs need to make their strategic decisions
and define their funding packages?
Dates/timeline (highlighted throughout)
Can LIOs recommend a funding package for the $100,000 that partially funds one NTA or combines
funding of one NTA by multiple LIOs?
If an LIO prioritized an NTA that was only $75,000 can they “bank” 25k for use in future fiscal years?
If LIOs identify the SI from which they will select a project, will they be bound to select a project
from that identified SI? How early should they identify the SI they will select an NTA from?
How will LIOs be notified of draft funding packages?
How can we address/consider timing constraints on the LIOs (holidays, meeting schedules, etc.)
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Factors to Consider when Identifying Activities to be Funded with
Puget Sound Geographic Funds
Puget Sound Geographic Funds must be used to implement NTAs identified in the 2014/ 2015 or the
2016 CCMP/Action Agenda or critical gaps identified as important to environmental outcomes. An
important element of the new funding model is that these funds may be directly awarded to NTA
owners in some situations without competition. Awarding of Puget Sound Geographic Funds must
consider the ranking of the NTAs and/or the relationship of the NTAs to a critical path within an
Implementation Strategy. In the following list, the first two factors are considered most important,
while the remainder are in no particular order:
1. Ranking: NTA Rankings are to be used as a place to start. As SIATs and SI Leads make their way
down the ranked lists, they can use the additional guidance to work through their decisions, and
to identify lower ranked NTAs that might be important, or even critical, to fund over higher
ranked NTAs.
2. Relationship to critical path in Implementation Strategy To the extent possible, fund NTAs next
in the sequence along an IS critical path as these become developed and refined. This could also
cover activities, such as science and monitoring, which are necessary to inform a body of
work. Ultimately, Implementation Strategies should provide a clear and credible justification for
most funding decisions related to Puget Sound recovery.
 Activities for which other sources of funding do not exist: Given the flexibility of CWA Section
320 funds, it makes sense for them to be used to fill in certain funding gaps. Please note
however, if funding recommendation includes gap funding (e.g. actions not addressed by NTAs
evident in the ranked list) the SIAT and SI Leads should prepare justification supporting the
variance.
 Synergistic Opportunities (e.g., between NTAs; between salmon recovery projects; with ongoing
programs): During scoring it was noted that there were NTAs that seemed to go together in that
they would add up to greater than the sum of their parts. Looking down the list for these
opportunities for lower ranked NTAs that might result in a greater outcome for a higher ranked
NTA would be worthwhile.
 Bang for the buck/cost effective for results: Where would an investment of the same amount of
money bring the greater gains in environmental outcomes towards vital sign targets? For
example, if two NTAs cost approximately the same but one that was ranked lower resulted in
the recovery of 500 acres of shellfish beds vs. one highly ranked that resulted in 50 acres, this
should be considered. This is a somewhat simplistic example, but hopefully the intent is
captured.
 Pilot/Priming/Planning investments that can be replicated or expanded with other sources of
funding if successful (e.g., Floodplains by Design): This would be especially important to consider
if other sources of funding were identified that could be leveraged with the EPA
investment. Some of the pre-work for expensive capital projects come to mind.
 Agency directives from Congress/OMB/ EPA initiatives: These could include coordinated
investment and Treaty Rights at Risk (TRAR), and EPA initiatives/priorities, such as climate
change, riparian protection and restoration, should be referred to when making funding
decisions.
 Priority science and monitoring needs identified in the Biennial Science Work Plan.
 Significant gaps in necessary activities to move recovery forward. If included in funding
recommendation but not part of the ranked NTA list, the SIAT and SI Leads should prepare
justification supporting the variance.
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